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With the increasing trend of people choosing 
to work from home, the question becomes; 
How can they use their space effectively? The 
Tatami Table answers this by focusing on micro 
apartments and the mental ramification of 
isolation due to working from home.

Tatami Table

1/5

62

941

1 in 5 Americans 
choose to work from 
home.

62% of people who 
work from home say 
they miss interacting 
with coworkers

The average 
apartment size in the 
US is 941 square feet
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The Physical ProcessInspiration and Exploration
Initially planning on having pull out chairs for the coffee table, after making a preliminary mock-up I found it to be uncomfortable. 
Experimenting with meditation benches lead to a more successful method of seating for this design. I then created one last full scale 
mock-up to experience the design in the space.

As I was generating concepts I found that connection is something that begins to lack when working from 
home. It is important to maintain social interactions, connecting with others increases mental health and 
improves productivity.



Final Design

This Japanese inspired, Danish designed coffee 
table inspires connection through floor living. Floor 
living puts people on one level with each other: one 
simple humbling level.



Highly populated areas such as cities have 
always been a consistent hot spot for crime. 
Despite Law Enforcements best efforts crime 
does not appear to be slowing down. That 
is why I wanted to create a product that was 
capable of addressing the dangers that exist 
in an urban environment.  

Wrist Watch

60

95

25

Every 60 seconds in 
the US someone is 
robbed.

Every 95 seconds 
Someone becomes a 
victim of assault.

Only 25% of robbers 
are ever caught.
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The Physical ProcessInspiration and Exploration
3D printing a number of cameras to explore aesthetics as well as experimenting with materials and clasps in the band, I was able to find the ideal combination for 
comfort and style. Once I found my final form I used a CNC to cut the camera out of aluminum and created a mold where I was able to pour a silicone resin to 
create a variety of colored bands. 

Inspired by the needs of those living in an urban environment, I wanted to create a device 
that can be easily carried and accessed in case of an emergency. 



Final Design

The Wrist Watch is a personal security camera you 
can ware on your wrist. As soon as your hands are 
raised to the defensive position it begins to record 
and can then be used to alert the police.



   
More and more people are choosing to ride 
bicycles instead of using cars or buses. This 
switch could be due to peoples concern for 
the environment, their need for exercise, or 
their desire to save money.  Regardless of 
their reasoning cycling has become the fastest 
growing form of transportation nation wide.  This 
poses the question of how can we make this a 
more convenient and safe experience for the 
millions of people now cycling?  

Head Lock

4.5

19.3

1.5

 On average cyclist 
ride to work 4.5 days 
of the week

The median commute 
by bicycle is19.3 
minutes

1.5 million bicycles 
are stolen each year 
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The Physical ProcessInspiration and Exploration
After interviewing a number of cyclists I found that almost all of them carried a bicycle lock and Helmet with them at all times. 
The problem they all had was where to put both of these items when they are not in use.  This inspired me to think of a way to 
fuse these two crucial pieces of equipment so they can remain in constant use.

After experimenting with how the strap will interact with the helmet and bicycle I started carving  an existing bicycle helmet to achieve my 
desired shape. I then built up areas and coated the entire outer surface with Bondo to create the helmet shell.  



Final Design

The Head Lock remains in constant use. First 
protecting the cyclist during the commute and then 
protection the bicycle while the user is away.



   
Looking at current smart devices that are used 
in the home I noticed that living with robot 
companions will soon be a daily part of life. 
With this technology quickly approaching, I 
wanted to explore the way we as humans could 
interact with robots.

Sprout

55

34

40

55 percent of people 
are more relaxed 
after spending time 
with a companion

34 percent less likely 
to develop health 
issues when working 
in a room with a plant

40 percent of 
houseplant die 
during the first year of 
growth
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Inspiration and Exploration Material Selection
For each part, the material used was carefully selected along with a corresponding process to create a meaningful and environmentally 
focused design. The plant trey will be made of MastAlmond so it will be able to biodegrade once it is placed in the garden with the plant.

Looking at possible functions for the next robot companion I began to like the idea of plant care. 
Inspired by Terra-cotta pots, my design quickly began to take shape.



This companion robot focuses on plant care. By 
incorporating plant life you can see your robot 
grow every day. You can feed him and watch 
him interact with the environment. These qualities 
promote a connection between you and the robot 
giving you the feel of a real pet.

Beyond plant care, SPROUT is a fully functional 
Smart Assistant. It can communicate with other 
Bluetooth devices, help you throughout your day, 
answer questions, etc...

Final Design



   
Collaborated with Precious Plastics to answer 
the question; how might we get the younger 
generation involved in the recycling process?

 

Re-Made

14

1606

40

On a global scale, 
only 14 percent of 
plastic packaging is 
currently recycled.

The average 
American produces 
1,606 pounds of 
waste per year.

In less than a month, 
40 percent of plastic 
products become 
garbage.
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The Physical ProcessInspiration and Exploration
After collecting used bottles and other waste made from PP plastics, we then shredded them into small colorful pieces that could be melted 
down. Once they reached a liquid state and colors began to mix we then injected the recycled material into our mold. This resulted in 
each piece being a unique color and pattern emphasizing the beauty of recycled materials.

Being restricted to simple forms due to mold cost, I generated a number of possible 
concepts of a modular toy.



Final Design

Each piece can connect to each other in one of two 
ways; either with a hinge joint or a side notch. This 
allows users to build in any direction to create an 
unlimited number of unique creations.



TRALLY is a connection app that focuses on the 
needs of solo travelers.

Solo travel is the largest growing travel trend 
worldwide. Despite this, 60% of respondents 
say that the travel industry does not cater well 
to solo travelers. TRALLY solves this problem by 
combining the benefits of group travel with the 
freedom of solo travel.

 

Trally

18

59

54

Solo travelers make 
up 18% of all global 
bookings.

59% said they want 
to see more of the 
world and they’re 
not willing to wait for 

54% of respondents 
like group travel at 
least some of the 
time.
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Wire FrameInterviews and Research
Establishing the initial wire frame  was the first step in making a successful travel app. Once we finalized the basic user flow we were able to  
generate a number of concepts that offered unique methods of navigating through the app.

After interviewing both solo travelers and people who don’t travel we found that people who travel alone 
value their freedom, but are still interested in traveling in groups. We also learned that people would be willing 
to try traveling alone if they had a guide or someone to ask for help.
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1. The start screen is where users can explore all the possible travel 
destinations.

2. Users can read about existing groups to decide if they want to join them.
3. On this screen users can switch between seeing groups and locals
4. Once a user finds a group or local they like, the then message them and 

begin planning their trip.
5. If a user is ever in trouble and needs help trally has multiple safety features 

such as an SOS feature witch calls the local police to their location.
6. Trally’s map recommends locations to users based on their preferences.
7. The profile is where the user can determine there travel preferences and 

select interests so that Trally can better match them with travelers.
8. If a user notices suspicious behavior of another user, they can contact trally 

within the app witch will lead to an investigation.

Final Design

HELVETICA COMPRESSED



CALL (559) 410-0897
EMAIL  jacob.mcmullen65@gmail.com
VISIT jemcdesign.com
FALLOW design_to_build
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